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In this issue...
The theme for the 1998
National 4-H Week is “4-H Are
You Into It?” Thousands of 4-
H clubs across Nebraska will
be celebrating National 4-H
Week this October 4-10.
We want you to be part
of all this fun and
excitement! 4-H week lets
us show off what
we’re all about.
It’s a terrific
way to cel-
ebrate all 4-H accom-
plishments, to pay
tribute to the milestones
achieved by 4-H mem-
bers and leaders and to
celebrate the contribu-
tions 4-H has made to
Nebraska and the
nation.
National 4-H
Week is truly a
National Celebra-
tion and, in 1998,
we’d like to see
every 4-H leader
and club member
in Lancaster
County take part in the festivi-
ties. Activities might include 4-
H rallies, project demonstra-
tions, displays or parades, just
to name a few. There are a lot
more activity ideas to get you
started and we are sure you can
come up with some great ideas
on your own.
One-third of young
Nebraskans, ages 15-19,
participate in 4-H.
With the involve-
ment of more
than 108,500
youth, National
4-H Week is a
good time
to cel-
ebrate and
appreciate
4-H
programs.
The
emphasis
of 4-H programs
over the decades has
shifted somewhat
from the traditional areas of
livestock and food preparation.
More youth are involved in
projects in environmental
education and earth sciences
than any other area. 4-H’s first
objective is building
life skills that kids will
use throughout their lives.
Many Nebraska schools
now have 4-H as part of their
curriculums. Embryology,
water education and waste
management are some
of the most popular
curriculums used in
schools.
As always, 4-H
focuses on youth
development, on
developing compe-
tent, connected
kids of good
character. These
programs operate
under the belief that
it’s more efficient to
develop a child than
repair an adult.
Nebraska legisla-
ture recognized that
in 1927 when it
passed a law requir-
ing schools to teach
basic values. Those
same values are the six
“pillars” of the 4-H
Character Counts
program, although they
developed independently
of the legislation.
Character Counts,
which began two years ago
in Nebraska, has reached
nearly half a million
Nebraskans, both kids and
adults. The 4-H staff believes
this program is most successful
when delivered in a commu-
nity-wide effort. Those commu-
nities that present the program
through schools,
churches, city and
county govern-
ment
offices,
youth
organi-
zations
and
even
the
busi-
ness
community have been most
successful.
The most important
impact of 4-H comes through
the ongoing interaction within
groups of youth and adults that
meet regularly. Such interac-
tions provide positive role
models and peer associations.
Supporters
guide 4-H
members to be
courageous enough to stand up
for what’s right, as well as
learning a variety of skills and
developing innate talents.
More than 1,500 volunteers
working as club leaders,
serving on communities and
boards and coordinating other
volunteers, make Nebraska 4-H
programs possible. Clubs are
spread throughout the state and
welcome new members and
volunteers who choose to
celebrate 4-H week by joining.
Make it a family activity.
Help make this National
4-H Week the biggest and best
celebration ever! Here are
some great ideas to get you
started:
• Organize a “Go For
Green” litter chase or plant
4-H trees in your commu-
nity; adopt a
stretch of
highway in
the name of
your club or
do some
community
activity in the
name of 4-H.
• Contact your
October
4-10
local media (newspaper, radio
or television) and ask them to
do a special feature on 4-H or
interview a club member. Write
a song or jingle for the radio.
• Put up a 4-H community
sign at the entrance to your
town.
• Organize a weekend
exchange with a club in a
different area.
• Design a 4-H recruitment
flyer, ask your local store to
pack them in their carry out
bags.
• Use your imagination, be
creative, the sky is the limit!
(DK)
Deanna Karmazin
Extension Assistant
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Horticulture
September/October Garden Calendar
Many of us need reminders. That is the purpose of this calendar. Check the calendar each month and
follow the recommendations if they are necessary in your landscape situation. (MJM)
Saving geraniums over
winter
Many gardeners like to keep
their geraniums from one year to
the next. This provides plants for
the home in the winter and
reduces the cost of new plants in
the spring.
There are several methods of
handling the plants over winter.
One way is to take cuttings and
root them in the fall, just prior to
a killing frost. Geranium stem
cuttings, often called slips,
should be four to six inches
long. Take the slips from the tips
of the healthiest stems. Remove
the leaves on the bottom two
inches of the cuttings. Stick the
cuttings two inches deep in a
container with potting soil and
water thoroughly.
After the cuttings have
rooted, in about three to four
weeks, plant them in individual
pots and put them in a well
lighted location. Keep the soil
evenly moist and begin fertiliz-
ing monthly once new growth
begins.
Rather than take cuttings,
some people prefer to pot their
best plants and bring them inside
over the winter. If this is your
choice, cut the plant back to one-
third its original height.
Carefully dig up the plant and
pot it in an adequate sized
container. After you pot it,
water the plant thoroughly.
Location and care is the same
as for rooted cuttings. A sunny,
cool location is best.
One of the old, but success-
ful methods of carrying gerani-
ums over the winter, is to dig up
the entire plant prior to frost.
Shake the soil from the roots and
hang it from the basement
rafters. Years ago, fruit cellars
where quite common and they
made excellent places to hold the
plants with this method. It will
not work in many basements
today because temperatures are
high and humidity is too low.
However, some people report
success with hanging geraniums
in modern basements. Tempera-
ture and humidity seems to differ
in every basement. Since, there
is no way of knowing whether
this will work in your basement,
try it with expendable plants.
If you decide to try this
method, take the plants down
oc-
casion-
ally and
place
the
roots in
water
for a
couple of hours, then hang them
back up. Do this several times
during the winter to prevent
them from drying.
Whether you carry your
geraniums through the winter as
young plants started from
cuttings, as old plants in flower
pots or dormant plants hanging
in the basement, keep them
inside until all danger of frost
has past in the spring. (MJM)
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1 2 Evaluate
garden plants
3 Update
garden journal
4 5
6 7 Power rake or
aerify bluegrass
8 9 Overseed
bluegrass
10 11 12 Festival of
Color, Mead
13 14 Control
perennial
broadleaf weeds
15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 Divide lily-
of-the-valley
23  Save
annual flower
seeds, like
marigolds
24 25 Check
outdoor
houseplants
for insects
26
27 28 Bring outdoor
houseplants
inside before
frost
29 30 Dig tender
bulbs, tubers
and corms
before frost
1 Pick squash,
pumpkins and
gourds before
frost
2 3 Drain water
hoses and
store before
frost
4 5 6 7 Pick last
apples and
pears
8 9 10
11
Average
date of
first frost
12 13 14 Plant
spring
flowering bulbs
15 Fertilize tall
fescue
16 Fertilize
bluegrass
17
18 19 Clean up
garden
20 21 Rake and
compost
leaves
22 23 24
25 26 27 Organize
garden
supplies and
tools
28 Clean up
perennial
flower beds
29 Make wish
list for next
year
30 Put up
bird feeders
31
Perennials forever
One quick way to double—or even quadruple—the size of your
perennial garden at no cost is to divide overgrown and crowded
clumping perennials and bulb-like plants. Not only do you get new
plants to fill the gaps in existing beds or to start an entirely new
border, but dividing improves the health of an established plant so it
will grow vigorously and bloom profusely.
In Lancaster County, divide plants early in the fall. This will
allow the roots to get established before cold weather sets in.
As clumping or bulb-like perennials grow, they put out new
growth around the center clump. Some plants, like aster and astilbe,
will eventually turn woody in the center and  this old growth will
becomes less vigorous or even die. Divide such clumps into sec-
tions, then discard unproductive growth and save only the healthiest
parts of the plants.
Most perennials, don’t develop a woody clump; you can simply
divide the entire plant into sections and replant each section.
To survive, each division must have roots and at least one stem.
While you can often divide a plant into dozens of sections, remem-
ber that the smaller the section, the longer it will take to establish,
mature and put on a good show of bloom. For best results, divide
plants into fewer, larger pieces — unless you’re dealing with a very
overgrown plant or you need a lot of plants to start a new garden.
How often you divide perennials depends on how fast the
clumps expand. Some vigorous growers often need dividing every
two to three years. Slower growers need dividing only every five
years or so.
If a plant is blooming poorly, has a lot of dead wood in the
center, or is cramped and pushing out of the soil, it’s time to divide.
If the plant appears vigorous and is blooming, then wait. (DJ)
Drying gourds
Harvest gourds when the stem dries and begins to turn brown. Be
sure to complete your harvest before the first hard frost. Immature
gourds will not cure correctly, so only harvest mature fruit.
After harvest, wash the fruit in a mild bleach solution and dry
off with a soft cloth. Discard any bruised, diseased or
damaged fruit. To dry, place gourds on slatted trays or
chicken wire fencing. Make sure they do not touch each
other and are located in a warm, dry and well venti-
lated location.
Curing can take one to
six months, depending on the
type of gourd. The outer skin
hardens in one to two weeks,
while the internal drying takes
at least an additional month. Poke
a small hole in the blossom end of
the gourd to quicken internal drying.
Occasionally turn the fruits, checking for
uneven drying or soft spots. When you
shake the gourd and hear the seeds rattling, it
is cured and ready for a coat of paint or varnish if
desired. (MJM)
Seasonal needle drop
on evergreens
Contrary to popular belief, evergreens do not keep their needles
indefinitely. Older, inner needles discolor and drop off after one to
several years, depending on the evergreen in question. Sometimes
the drop occurs slowly. On other occasions, many needles may turn
yellow all at once in late summer or fall.
Because weather triggers the condition, many evergreens are
likely to show symptoms in the fall. If you are not familiar with this
natural process, it could cause you a great deal of concern.
Each species of evergreens usually keeps its needles for a
definite length of time. White pines are the most dramatically
affected. They usually keep three years of needles in summer and
two in winter. The three-year old white pine needles turn yellow
throughout the tree in the fall. The tree will appear particularly
unhealthy when these yellow needles outnumber the green ones.
Austrian and Scotch pine also keep their needles for three years
and Norway pine keep theirs for four years.
Needles on arborvitae, usually turn brown rather than yellow
when they age. They often remain attached much longer than
mature pine needles.
Japanese yew needles turn yellow and drop in late spring or
early summer of their third year.
Spruce and fir needles also yellow and drop with age. These
evergreens retain needles for several years, so you may not see
needle drop unless you look closely on inner branches.
Needle drop varies from tree to tree and from year to year. (MJM)
Shades of autumn
The fiery reds, golden yellows
and deep purples of fall may be
our consolation for having to
face the oncoming of winter.
Wherever you live, you can
bring fall colors to your land-
scape. It’s just a matter of
choosing the right plants.
Trees with fall yellow color
include ginkgo, paper birch and
quaking aspen. Those trees or
shrubs with yellow to red colors
are cherry, pear, persimmon, red
maple, serviceberry and sugar
maple. Japanese barberry, red
oak, blueberry and euonymus
burning bush have the stunning
red fall colors. And for those of
you who like red to purple fall
colors, American sweet gum,
flowering dogwood and Japa-
nese maple could be among your
choices.
Although the changing color
of leaves in the fall appears to be
magic, those yellow, reds and
oranges were there all along;
they were just masked by green
chlorophyll. As the days become
shorter and the weather turns
cool, trees slow their rate of
photosynthesis and the chloro-
phyll in the
leaves begins to
break down.
If you
do not
have a
place to
plant your
favorite fall
foliage tree or
shrub, head to
your nearest park
or the Nebraska Statewide
Arboretum on East Campus and
enjoy the colors before they
fade......away. (MJM)
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Environmental
Focus“Why are we finding all theselittle reddish-brown beetles in
our new home?”
When we have weather condi-
tions that encourage the growth
of fungi and molds, this is a
common question our office
receives—especially in late
summer and early fall. Typically,
the concerned callers are living
in newer homes (built in the past
one or two years) and report
large numbers of small beetles
appearing near windows and
lights.
Several species of small
beetles are attracted to fungi or
molds in the home, since these
lower plant forms are their main
foods. Most fungus beetles are
tiny, about 1/8" in length. They
are typically tan in color, but
may also range from brown to
black. A common invader in
later summer is the foreign grain
beetle, which is reddish-brown
with a clubbed antennae.
Originally called “plaster
beetles” by home builders, these
insects got their name because
they appeared inside walls and
rooms of new buildings that had
just been plastered. Apparently
the moisture released by the
drying plaster and the heat in the
buildings encouraged the growth
of mildew and other molds.
Several kinds of fungus beetles
can also be found in damp stored
grain, spilled grain, animal feeds
and musty cereal products. They
may be observed in grain mills,
food processing plants, damp
basements, around rotting
windowsills, under moldy
wallpaper and on moist surfaces
near leaky faucets. Although
most species cannot fly, the
beetles are attracted to light and
can sometimes be found at
windows or in overhead light
globes.
Today, these insects are still
showing up in homes—even
brand new ones. Wherever
moisture occurs and timbers or
drywall get wet, you can expect
mold growth and later, beetle
activity. While the insects can be
treated by spraying mildewed
surfaces or by dusting interior
walls, one of the keys to elimi-
nating fungus beetles is identifi-
cation and elimination of the
moisture problem. Once this is
done, these areas must be
thoroughly dried to eliminate
mold growth. In some cases
infested material such as cereal
products, bread and grain must
be found, cleaned up and
discarded. Once the fungi are
eliminated, the beetles will
gradually disappear, but it may
take several months.
If quick, effective control is
needed, we suggest homeowners
contact an experienced pest
control operator rather than to
attempt control themselves.
Source: Dr. David Keith,
University of Nebraska Exten-
sion Entomologist/Urban (SE)
Birds of wonder: chimney swifts
I am proud to say that our house
is harboring a healthy population
of chimney swifts—a migratory
bird species whose population is
declining because of loss of
habitat in its North American
breeding range. The first clue
was the high-pitched chattering
noises coming from the chimney
in July that would stop abruptly
when I banged the fireplace
cover. These noises were made
by nestlings begging for food
from their parents.
The chimney of our 1920’s
house is a perfect habitat for
nesting chimney swifts. Like
chimneys of other vintage
houses, it is brick and has no
metal flue pipe and no chimney
cap. It is also large and can
accommodate a number of
nesting pairs.
Chimney swifts have strong
feet with four forward facing
claws which act as grappling
hooks. These birds cannot perch
in trees or stand upright as song
birds do. They are uniquely
designed to hang onto the side of
rough surfaces. Before people
provided chimneys for them,
chimney swifts nested in hollow
trees in old forests
that have been
largely eliminated
from North
America. Because
of the decline in old
forests and, because
modern chimneys
are lined with a
metal flue and often
capped, the popula-
tions of these
remarkable birds has
declined.
People are
sometimes con-
cerned about
chimney swifts
living in their
chimney. But when
the life history of this bird is
understood, most homeowners
welcome alternatives to destroy-
ing their nests and young.
Chimney swifts migrate to
North America from South
America in the spring and are
protected by federal law. It is
illegal to remove or disturb
chimney swifts, their nests, eggs
or young during the breeding
season. And, why would anyone
want to do this? Chimney swifts
eat and feed their young thou-
sands of flying insects during the
summer. These birds also
provide wonderful aerial acro-
batic displays as they feed on
mosquitoes and other flying
insects. They are amazing to
watch—equally as enjoyable as
birds at a bird feeder.
What about damage to the
chimney from their nests?
Chimney swifts make their nests
by breaking twigs and gluing
Celebrate National
Pollution Prevention
(P2) Week
September 21-28, 1998
National P2 Week highlights pollution prevention and waste
reduction by encouraging changed behaviors among community
citizens and businesses.
To participate in P2 Week, why not consider these options:
• Recycle cans, glass, newspaper, cardboard and plastic.
• Compost yard waste and kitchen garbage.
• Dispose of appliances, used oil, tires and cars properly.
• Buy in bulk.
• Buy products packaged in recycled materials.
• Cut open six-pack soda plastic rings.
• Repair those leaking faucets.
• Use detergents with small amounts of phosphate.
• Adopt a stream.
• Use fewer pesticides.
• Check your home for household chemicals that are toxic.
Store or dispose of properly.
• Walk instead of driving or take the bus.
• Plant a tree.
For more information, contact Phil Rooney, Lincoln-
Lancaster County Health Department at 441-8644. (ALH)
Managing deer
populations and damage
Many Nebraskans enjoy looking at and having deer around, but they
can be too much of a good thing if populations grow too high.
When the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission begins to get
several deer complaints in an area, it suggests there are too many
deer. The most common way to determine deer populations are by
hunter harvest data and aerial counts.
The commission tries to maintain about 25 to 35 deer per
square mile in Nebraska to provide for recreational opportunities
and yet minimize damage problems. Currently in the southeast part
of the state, there are approximately 40 to 50 deer per square mile.
Seventy deer per square mile were counted in Fontanelle Forest near
Omaha before fawning in the spring of 1996. After fawning, the
number jumped to about 90 deer per square mile.
Large deer populations damage various crops throughout the
state. Deer tend to feed on corn, beans and alfalfa, which may
reduce yields. Deer also feed on trees, setting back growth. Also,
high deer populations cause car-related accidents. Approximately
5,000 deer/car collisions occur in Nebraska each year.
Hunting is the most common means of managing deer popula-
tions. Game and Parks is in the second of a three-year program to
reduce the deer density in the southeast part of Nebraska. There also
are non-lethal ways of controlling damage. Fencing, if done prop-
erly, can keep deer out of fields and flowerbeds as will repellents or
devices used to frighten deer.
Source: Scott Hygnstrom, UNL Wildlife Specialist. (BPO)
Bumblebees pollinating more
As wild honeybee numbers drop
due to parasite infestation, the
conservation of bumblebees and
other pollinating insects has
become increasingly important.
Few insects can regulate
their own body temperature as
can bumblebees. This enables
them to fly earlier in the spring,
pollinating early blooms. They
also are long-tongued and can
pollinate plants that other insects
can’t reach. Bumblebees are
especially valuable pollinators of
tomatoes, blueberries and
cranberries due to their “buzz
pollination” technique of
harvesting pollen.
After mating at the end of
summer, queen bumblebees
hibernate and emerge in early
spring. They look for a nest in
insulated rodent burrows, where
they raise their young. These
first offspring begin foraging for
food while the queen concen-
trates on laying eggs.
Young queens and males
emerge at the end of summer
and mate. The queens then go
into hibernation, while the males
and the rest of the colony die in
the fall.
Unlike honeybees, bumble-
bees only live in colonies for
part of the year. Also, the nest is
made up of only 40 to 200
bumblebees as compared to the
50,000 to 60,000 colonized
honeybees. They aren’t aggres-
sive insects and don’t sting
unless their nest is disturbed.
Bumblebees are fascinating
to observe and study. They can
be encouraged by providing
artificial nesting boxes and
forage plants. Sixteen species of
bumblebees have been recorded
in Nebraska, and bumblebees
can be found in all Nebraska
counties. Marion Ellis, Ph.D.,
beekeeping specialist. (BPO)
Recycling
 facts
The Steel 
Recycling
 Institute (SR
I) reports tha
t the
steel can r
ecycling r
ate reache
d 60.7 per
cent for
1997, with
 more than
 1.7 millio
n tons of p
ackaging
recycled. T
hat’s the e
quivalent 
of about 6
33 cans
recycled p
er second 
for an enti
re year.
More than
 46 million
 appliance
s were rec
overed
and nearly
 13 million
 cars were
 recycled i
n 1997.
Comparin
g the num
ber of auto
mobiles ta
ken off the
road to the
 number o
f new cars
 produced
 shows an
automobil
e recycling
 rate of 97
.6.
With the g
rowing aw
areness
 of recycli
ng steel
from cons
truction an
d demoliti
on sites, th
e rates
have conti
nued to gr
ow. In 199
7, it is esti
mated that
more than
 40 percen
t of the reb
ar and mo
re than 90
percent of
 the steel p
lates, bars
 and struct
ural
products w
ere collect
ed for recy
cling. (Sourc
e: SRI
Update) (AL
H)
continued on page 11
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Farm Views
...the more informed a
person is, the easier it is
to make the  “right”
decisions, even those
which appear to be made
quickly.
Making the “right”
management choices
Every producer goes through a
mental process when making
management decisions. Some
managers go about this process
in a very organized way with the
aid of farm records, research
results, extension publications,
and advice from other people;
and others take a more seat of
the pants approach. It has been
my experience that the best
choices are those based on
reliable information and those
where the manager is aware of,
and willing to consider, the
alternatives.
The goal of every manager
is to identify the best mix
enterprises that produce the
biggest returns on resources
available (land, machinery, labor,
capital, etc.), given the con-
straints and limitations that the
operation must live with. The
“right” mix of inputs is going to
be different for every operation
because each has its own set of
limiting factors.
Consider the example of a
crop producer who is deciding
whether to band or broadcast
herbicide. If the herbicide is
applied broadcast only, one
cultivation may be needed or
none at all. If the herbicide is
banded, the herbicide cost will
be cut in half and the spraying
operation will take less time
because the rig will be stopped
half as often to refill. However,
if the herbicide is applied in a
band, the weeds in the row
middles will need to be con-
trolled by an extra cultivation
operation. A number of factors
must be considered in this
decision; when is available labor
most limiting or time most
critical? Is the time saved at
planting more valuable than the
time required for an extra
cultivation? Will the time saved
at planting—coupled with the
savings on herbicide—offset the
cost of the extra cultivation
operation? Could the available
labor at cultivation time be used
in some other enterprise such as
putting up hay in a more timely
manner? What is the environ-
mental benefit of applying half
as much herbicide worth to you
personally?
This is just one example of
thousands of management
decisions that producers make
every year, each having an
affect, to some extent, on the
overall operation. Most choices
must be made quickly without
much time to mull over the
alternatives. However, the more
informed a person is, the easier it
is to make the “right” decisions,
even those which appear to be
made quickly.
In keeping with my belief
that the best choices are those
based on sound information, I
would like to call your attention
to the many extension programs
we offer. The staff in the
Lancaster County office are
currently in the process of
organizing educational programs
and setting the agenda for the
coming winter season. We would
like to hear about any program-
ming requests or ideas you feel
would be beneficial to the people
of this area. Once we set the
agenda, the programs will be
promoted in this newsletter.
Watch for the announcements
and plan to attend those you feel
will give you that little extra
knowledge that will help you
remain competitive.
We also maintain an exten-
sive catalog of extension publi-
cations in the office and we have
many links to information via
our web pages. We would be
happy to help you locate what-
ever resources you need so you
can make the kind of informed
choices that will help you make
the “right” choices. (TD)
Hard to control
pasture weeds—fall is
the time for control
The best time to control many perennial weeds is in the fall. This is
because as the weed begins the “dormant” stage of its life cycle,
nutrients from the summer’s top growth are translocated into the
root system. When this occurs, herbicides that have been applied in
the fall can actively move with the nutrients into the root system.
Some perennial weeds that can best be controlled in the fall include:
leafy spurge, musk thistle, Canada thistle, Russian knapweed, field
bindweed, and many other perennial weeds are all most effectively
treated at this time.
The most effective herbicides for controlling these perennial
weeds include Tordon and/or combinations of 2,4-D and Tordon.
Banvel and Roundup combinations with 2,4-D are useful on Canada
thistle and field bindweed. Ally at 0.1 ounce and Curtail at 2-4 pints/
Acre also can be used for Canada thistle control. For leafy spurge,
Tordon seems to work best but even with rates of 2 to 4 quarts per
acre, applications may be required over several years to bring
patches under control and to catch escapes and new seedlings.
As always, care should be taken to avoid spray drift when using
these products, especially when used near valuable trees, water
sources, and other environmentally sensitive areas. Be sure to read
and follow the label directions for correct amounts and methods.
Tordon use for perennial weeds is limited to non-crop areas. (TD)
Handle hay bales safely
Hay bales, whether large, small,
round or square, have the
potential to be dangerous.
Equipment used in large
round baling can be life threat-
ening, as the baler’s moving
parts can entangle a person.
Also, keep the original shields in
place on all power shafts and
other moving parts, such as
chains, sprockets, PTO shafts
and belts.
When moving bales,
workers and machine operators
can be
crushed by a
bale or an
overturned
tractor. Often,
producers and
workers
attempt to
handle 1,000-
to 3,000-
pound round
bales using
modified
equipment
designed for
smaller 60- to
120-pound square bales.
Front-end loaders are often
used to move and stack large
round bales. Side overturns can
occur because of a shift in the
loader’s center of gravity when
the tractor is driven with the
loader in the raised position.
Keeping the load as low as
possible can prevent side
overturns. It also can prevent the
bale from rolling down the arms
of the front-end loader and
crushing the operator.
Small, square bales have
risks of their own, although not
as devastating as large round
bales. As with any work that
requires a repetitive motion,
there is a chance of muscle strain
or back injury. Workers can end
up with chronic back problems
or broken limbs. Proper lifting
techniques and care taken when
throwing bales can prevent
injury. Workers need to know
their limits and realize that they
can’t take shortcuts.
For more information, see
“Large Round Bale Safety”
NebGuide G76-303, available at
your local Cooperative Exten-
sion office.
Sept. 20-26 is National Farm
Safety and Health Week,
sponsored by the National Safety
Council. For more information
on agricultural safety, check the
World Wide Web at http://
www.nsc.org/necas.htm.
Sources: Dave Morgan,
safety engineer, NU/IANR (WS)
Are you looking for
the latest wheat
variety test results?
Internet users have 
access to University
 of Nebraska
variety test results a
s soon as the data is
 compiled by
accessing the data o
n the World Wide W
eb. The
Lancaster County E
xtension Web Pages
 provide a
convenient link to th
is information from
 the Nebraska
Production Agricultu
re pages. Simply acc
ess the Ag/
Acreage page at: ht
tp://www.ianr.unl.ed
u/ianr/lanco/
ag/crops/smgrain.htm
. Then choose “Neb
raska Crop
Variety Testing”.
The wheat testing si
tes are depicted on a
 map of
Nebraska and the sit
es with 1998 data av
ailable will be
blinking. Click on a
ny available site to r
eceive the
latest wheat variety 
test results. (TD)
A first-aid kit can prevent
additional hospital time later on,
particularly if a person is alone
when an accident occurs.
Any place people work or
play is a good place to keep a
first-aid kit. An adequate kit will
have everything needed and
nothing that isn’t. Usually, kits
need to be kept small for the
space available, so having
supplies that will never be used
is a disadvantage. Homemade
Farm first-aid kits need to be
user-friendly
kits are an alternative to com-
mercial kits to prevent having
unneeded supplies and to reduce
cost.
Homemade kit contents vary
with use and location. The
supplies included should be
appropriate for injuries that are
common where the kit is kept,
such as in a truck or tractor, in
the shop or during recreation.
Whatever the user thinks should
be included should be put in the
kit. Some suggestions follow.
The kit should have large
enough dressings to treat open
wounds to prevent further
bleeding and infection.
If anhydrous ammonia or
any other chemicals are being
used, having sterile water or
normal saline available to flush
out eyes in case of contact is
necessary. Water for cooling is
useful where there is a chance of
being burned, in addition to
continued on page 11
Chemical brand names mentioned on this page are used for
clarity only. No endorsement of products mentioned is intended
nor criticism of products omitted. Check with local dealers to
determine products available in your area.
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Acreage
Insights
Learn at your convenience
NUFACTS (audio) Information Center
NUFACTS audio message center offers fast,
convenient information. In the Lincoln area call
441-7188; for the rest of Nebraska call 1-800-832-
5441. When directed, enter the 3-digit number of
the message you wish to hear.
"Part-time Farming" video
"Part-time Farming" will help effectively develop
your country environment and improve your
quality of life. Just one hour of "Part-time Farm-
ing" provides numerous tips that will save you
costly mistakes and precious time. Call 402-441-
7180 to order your copy.
Acreage & Small Farm Insights Web Site
Visit our Internet web site at: http//www.ianr.unl.
edu/ianr/dodge/acreage/index.htm to learn about
Extension programs, publications and links to other
acreage and small farm information.
—24 hours a day, 7 days a week—
Yes, no, or what?
Reports of contamination have
raised concern about the safety
of public and private drinking
water. One response has been an
increasing number of products
claiming to make water safe or
“pure”. Often the consumer is
not sure if treatment equipment
is needed or would help and has
to evaluate many claims when
selecting treatment methods and
products.
According to DeLynn Hay
and Ann Ziebarth, extension
specialists with the University of
Nebraska, when considering the
purchase of water treatment
equipment, first determine the
quality of the water and what
constituents may need to be
removed or treated. This infor-
mation will help you choose the
equipment best suited for the
specific problem. To determine
quality, have the water tested. In
most cases, it is best to use an
independent (preferably state
certified) laboratory to help
answer this question. It is not
economically feasible to test for
all possible contaminants.
Identification of the type and
level of contaminants is impor-
tant in identifying potential
problems and selecting appropri-
ate treatment equipment. No
single water treatment method
treats all water problems and all
methods have limits. In many
cases, a combination of treat-
ment methods may be required
to address a specific problem.
Are you considering
non-traditional livestock
on your acreage?
Occasionally, we get calls from clients asking for sources of
information regarding, what I will call, non-traditional livestock
enterprises (other than cattle, sheep, swine, or horse). There are a
limited number of University of Nebraska Extension publications on
non-traditional livestock; however, within the land grant university
system nation-wide, there are a number of good information
sources. Many times one state will have a considerable amount of
information on one or two species and another state will concentrate
on another specie of animal, etc., depending on the local interest
and the expertise of the extension staff in that state.
Within the Lancaster County Extension web pages, is a page
dedicated to specialty livestock enterprises. On this page, one finds
links to information and publications from several land grant
universities across the United States covering the following topics:
aquiculture, bison, goats, llamas, rabbits, and ratites. There are also
links to more general or multi-species databases for non-traditional
species.
Each of the general subject areas on the Lancaster County web
pages contain four to six links to other sites which, in turn, provide
additional links to publications and information on the species being
researched, as well as, connections to trade associations and other
information.
The address of the Livestock Specialty Enterprises page is:
http://www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/lanco/ag/livestok/livespec.htm. If you
have internet access, give it a try! (TD)
From hives to riches
Everything considered, the small
time hobbyist beekeeper prob-
ably won’t quite break even. A
well managed colony in a decent
area will produce about 100
pounds of honey per year. At
$1.75 per pound retail or
$175.00 that does seem nice,
until you start to consider
equipment cost or more than
$150.00 for each hive; then
there’s extracting, bottling,
transportation, marketing, hive
maintenance, medication costs,
requeening, etc. However, frugal
spending and diligent manage-
ment can keep these costs to a
minimum. The real value is in
the opportunity to practice the
age old art of beekeeping – the
hands-on personal experience of
manipulating and managing a
hive that houses one of the most
fascinating organisms on the
planet.
To avoid some common
problems and get your beekeep-
ing experience off to a good
start, you may want to follow
some of these suggestions.
Remember, you can only learn
to be a beekeeper by keeping
bees, so be patient and enjoy
your lessons. Honey bees have
had hundreds of years of
experience in training new
beekeepers.
1. Prepare yourself by
reading about bees.
2. Get to know other
beekeepers and attend associa-
tion meetings.
3. Begin small. Two to four
colonies are ideal for new
beekeepers.
4. Begin right. Start with new
equipment and package bees.
5. Grow slowly. Successful
beekeeping requires skills you
can only learn by keeping bees.
Some sources of information:
ABC and XYZ of Bee
Culture, A.I. Root Company,
623 W. Liberty St., Medina, OH
44256
Beekeeping in the United
States, USDA Ag Handbook
#335, Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402
First Lessons in Beekeeping,
C.P. Dadant, Dadant and Sons,
Inc., Hamilton, IL 1976
Honey Bee Pests, Predators,
and Diseases, R.A. Morse, ed.,
Cornell University Press, Ithaca,
NY, 1984
How to Keep Bees and Sell
Honey, Walter T. Kelley, Walter
T. Kelly Co., Clarkson, KY,
1991
Starting Right With Bees,
A.I. Root Company, Medina,
OH 1988. (DJ)
Pesky horse and deer flies
Horse and
deer flies
belong to the
same family
of flies
(Tabanidae)
and have
similar habits.
The larvae of these flies live in
the mud around lakes, streams,
ponds, marshes and flood plains.
Because of the wet habitat,
chemical control of the larval
stages is not possible, although
draining wet areas may reduce
problems from these flies.
The adults are swift-flying,
large, robust flies that are vicious
pests of horses, cattle, deer and
other warm-blooded animals.
These flies may also attack
humans. Flies alight on the head,
neck, shoulder or back of the
animal and bite repeatedly, but
only during the daytime. The
bite is painful because the
female fly cuts the skin with her
knife-like mouthparts. The fly
also adds an anti-clotting
secretion to the wound and laps
up the pooled blood with a
sponge-like tongue. Animals that
have been bitten by horse or deer
flies often have spots of blood
near the wound. In areas where
horse and deer flies are abun-
dant, animals will twitch their
skin, shake their bodies and
become unmanageable in an
effort to avoid the buzzing flies.
Deer flies attack humans by
buzzing around the head in ever-
continued on page 11
Fall webworm management
The fall webworm is most often discovered when the unsightly,
light gray, silken webs on the trees in late summer and early fall are
observed. Webworms enclose leaves and small branches in their
nests, unlike the tent caterpillars which make a smaller nest in the
crotch of branches.
Fall webworm larvae have been known to feed on over 85
species of trees in the United States. Walnut, elm, fruit trees and
some maples are preferred hosts.
This pest usually eats leaves late in the season and the nests are
generally concentrated to limited areas. Because of this, little real
damage is done to most trees. However, the nests can look very
unsightly and multiple generations in long summers can lead to
significant defoliation.
Small nests can be pruned out of small to medium trees.
Monitor trees early to detect the nests when only several leaves are
involved. These small nests can be easily crushed. Do not burn or
torch the nests in trees as this may do additional damage to the tree.
The bacterial insecticide, Bt, is quite effective against fall
webworms if it is applied when the larvae are small. Use formula-
tions with UV protectants and thoroughly cover leaves next to
nests. As these leaves are incorporated into the nest and eaten,
the Bt will be ingested. (DJ)
Problem Typical corrective procedures
Fine sand, clay, other particles Remove using a mechanical filter or sedimentation
Bacterial contamination Remove the source of contamination and shock
chlorinate or treat using continuous chlorination or other
forms of disinfection
Hydrogen sulfide gas (rotten egg odor) Remove by using chlorination and a sedimentation filter
or an oxidizing filter followed by activated carbon filter
Many odor and taste problems other than rotten egg
smells
Use an activated carbon filter
Suspended iron and manganese particles Remove with a mechanical filter
Small amounts of dissolved iron Remove by using a water softener
High amounts of dissolved iron and manganese Remove by using a potassium permanganate
regenerated oxidizing filter
Very high amounts of dissolved iron Remove by using a chlorinator followed by a mechanicalfilter
Hardness Treat using a water softnerer
Acidity Neutralize by using a neutralizing filter
Volatile organic chemicals, trihalomethanes, certain
pesticides and radon Remove using an activated carbon filter
Heavy metals (lead, mercury, arsenic, cadmium) Remove with reverse osmosis unit or a distiller
High total dissolved solids, sodium, sulfates, nitrates Remove with reverse osmosis unit or a distiller
deer fly
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Food &
Fitness
FREE monthly FoodTalk
e-mail newsletter
To be added to the mailing list,
e-mail Alice Henneman at
cnty5028@unlvm.unl.edu
Nutrition and Food
Safety Web Site
Visit our internet web site at:
http//ianrwww.unl.edu/ianr/
lanco/family/safety.htm
NUFACTS
NUFACTS offers fast, conve-
nient information 24 hours a day,
7 days a week . In the Lincoln
area call 441-7188; for the rest
of Nebraska call 1-800-832-
5441. When directed, enter the
3-digit number of the message
you wish to hear.
302 Using a Boiling Water Bath
Canner
308 Foods That Do Not Freeze
Well
309 Blanching Vegetables—
Why and How
and many more...
YOUR
information
center...
around the
clock
Focus
on Food
Alice Henneman, RD, LMNT, Extension Educator
NEBLINE articles may be reprinted without special permission if the
source is acknowledged as “University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County NEBLINE.” If the article includes a
byline, please acknowledge the author and their title.
Alice Henneman, RD, LMNT, Extension Educator
Diabetes Study Course
Call Alice Henneman (441-
7180) for more information.
Honey Care to Take a Dip
Makes 2-1/4 cups
The golden color and sweet flavor of honey enhances
Nebraska’s cornucopia of agricultural products. Ranking in the top
10 honey producing states, Nebraska averages a yearly production
of six to eight million pounds from 75,000 bee colonies. Direct
income from Nebraska’s honey industry averages $3 to 4 million
annually. Surprise your family and make this honey recipe for a
dessert that tastes good and is good for you.
1 pint (16 oz.) lowfat plain yogurt
1/4 cup honey*
2 tablespoons orange juice
1/2 teaspoon grated orange peel
Assorted fruits for dipping such as sliced apples and pears and
strawberries
Combine yogurt in a small bowl with honey, orange juice and
orange peel; mix well. Serve with sliced fruit.
*Note:  Honey should not be fed to infants under one year of
age. Honey may contain bacterial spores that can cause infant
botulism—a  rare but serious disease that affects the nervous system
of young babies (under one year of age). Adults and older children
can safely eat honey.
Source of recipe: National Honey Board (http://nhb.org) (AH)
Q: What are the white dried patches that sometimes occur on
frozen meat and poultry?
A: The white dried patches indicate freezer burn. When meat and
poultry have been frozen for an extended period of time or have not
been wrapped and sealed properly, this will occur. The product
remains safe to eat, but the areas with freezer burn will be dried out
and tasteless and can be trimmed away if desired.
Q: Why is pre-packaged ground beef red on the outside and
sometimes grayish-brown on the inside?
A: These color differences do not indicate that the meat is spoiled or
old. Fresh cut meat is purplish in color. Oxygen from the air reacts
with meat pigments to form a bright red color which is usually seen
on the surface of ground beef purchased in the supermarket. The
interior of the meat may be grayish-brown due to lack of oxygen
penetrating below the surface. (AH)
Nutrition Education
Program
for Limited Resource Families
Maureen Burson
Extension Educator
N
E
P
utrition
ducation
rogram
The adult’s job is to:
offer healthful foods to a
child at regular times.
The child’s job is to:
decide which foods to eat
and how much.
• Telling kids to eat nutritious
foods is one thing; showing
them works better.
• When children eat with
their families, they often eat
more nutritious foods.
• Mealtimes help kids
develop social skills.
• Regular family meals help
children build good eating
habits.
• Make sure to serve at least
one healthy, well-balanced
meal per day at the family
dining table.
Source: Kansas State
University Cooperative
Extension Family Nutrition
Program. (MB)
I do now I will
Sit together for at least one meal a day. p p
Talk to my child about his/her day. p p
Turn off TV at mealtimes. p p
Encourage my kids to help prepare p p
part of the meal.
Offer my child healthful foods and then
let them decide which foods to eat and p p
how much.
Source: Kansas State University Cooperative Extension
Family Nutrition Program. (MB)
Would your kitchen pass
a food safety inspection?
The Governor’s Office has proclaimed September Farm-to-
Table Food Safety Month, coinciding with National Food Safety
Education Month. Would your kitchen pass a food safety
inspection?  Make a commitment this month to learn more about
what you can do to help keep food safe. Read on to learn what a
peek into the kitchens of some people showed.
Recently106 households in 81 cities in the United States
and Canada were studied to see how safely they were handling
food. Here are some of the major findings that might contribute
to a food-borne illness and the frequency of occurrence: Misuse
of common cloth/sponge/towel (92%); insufficient thermometer
use (92%); product past use-by date (89%); cross-contamination
(76%); handwashing neglected (57%); product stored uncovered
(42%); improper thawing procedures (31%); cooked product
internal temperature too low (24%); refrigerator temperature too
high (23%).
For more information about safe food practices in the home,
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Fight BAC! #284;
c/o Alice Henneman; University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County; 444 Cherrycreek Rd.; Lincoln,
NE 68528-1507 or visit the Fight BAC! web site at:
www.fightbac.org.
Would your group like a free presentation on home food
safety that’s fun as well as full of useful facts? Call Alice
Henneman at 441-7180 for more information and to schedule
the award-winning “Don’t Get Bugged by a Food-borne
Illness” bingo-type game. (AH)
Extension helps promote
wellness through diabetes
home study course
A Nebraska woman with diabetes credits a University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension program with helping her eat smarter and
maintain acceptable blood sugar levels.
The woman is one of more than 70 Nebraskans who have
benefitted from NU Cooperative Extension’s Diabetes Home Study
Course. The course isn’t meant to replace professional medical care.
The woman sees her doctor regularly and has lived with diabetes for
10 years, but found course advice effective and encouraging.
The course is part of an NU Cooperative Extension priority
called Preventive Health and Wellness Education. Registered
nurses, registered dietitians and certified diabetes educators plus the
continued on page 11
FoodTalk newsletter rated high nationally
The Lancaster County Extension
FoodTalk E-mail Newsletter
website has received a “Better
Than Most” rating from the
Tufts University “Nutrition
Navigator.”
“Nutrition Navigator” is a
nationally recognized online
rating and review guide. The
Navigator  helps web users
quickly find nutrition informa-
tion best suited to their needs
and to trust the information they
find there.
Tufts nutritionists review
web sites and apply rating and
evaluation criteria developed by
the Tufts University Nutrition
Navigator Advisory Board, a
panel of leading U.S. and
Canadian nutrition experts. The
Tufts University Nutrition
Navigator was developed by the
Tufts University School of
continued on page 11
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Jean Wheelock
FCE Council Chair
by Lorene Bartos, Extension Educator
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Jean's Journal
FCE news
September FCE Council
meeting
The September Council meeting
is scheduled for Monday,
September 28, 7 p.m. Rollie
Schneider will present the
program “History of Medical
Emergency Services & Commu-
nications, 1960-1985".  The
business meeting will follow the
program. (LB)
FCE leader training
The FCE leader training lesson,
“Holistic Wellness” is scheduled
for Tuesday, September 22, 1 or
7 p.m. and will be presented by
Lorene Bartos, extension
educator. We will address areas
of wellness—physical, emo-
tional, social, intellectual and
spiritual. Participants will gain
insight into their own wellness
and knowledge for obtaining
more “balance” in their lives.
Anyone interested may
attend. Non-FCE members
should register by calling 441-
7180, so packets can be pre-
pared. (LB)
FCE reorganizational
packets
FCE Club reorganizational
packets are ready for club
presidents to pick up if you have
not done so, at the extension
office. It includes the dues
information for club treasurers.
Information in the packet has
October due dates.  It is time to
look forward and plan an
exciting and educational year for
FCE. If you have questions, call
Lorene or Pam at 441-7180.
(LB)
FCE Achievement Day,
October 26
The 1998 FCE Club Achieve-
ment Meeting is scheduled for
Monday, October 26 with
dessert being served at 6:30 p.m.
A program will be presented by
Jan Sefhlick.  Clubs are asked to
set up displays of their club’s
community service projects.
FCE members will be
recognized for their years of
membership.  All FCE members
and guests are invited to attend.
For reservations call Lorene or
Pam at 441-7180 by October 19.
Come join us for this celebration
of achievements. (LB)
How is it that summer
is almost over? Where
did the season go?
Time sure doesn’t
stand still like I seem to remem-
ber it doing when I was a child
lazily spending summer days
cloud watching or just sitting
under a shade tree. I do hope
everyone enjoyed their vacations
or just nice weekends together
with family and friends. But on
to the season of fall and the
beginning of our clubs returning
to their monthly get togethers.
Have you recruited any new
members? Wouldn’t it be great if
every club could have at least
two new people to share our love
for families and the betterment
of our communities? For many
clubs, September is time to elect
new officers. Please volunteer to
do your part. It doesn’t take a lot
of work and when everyone
shares the load, nothing is ever
too much. So...when asked, say
“YES”. Hope many of you are
entering items for the State Fair.
It really is fun to see what kinds
of ribbons you have earned.
Good luck to all who enter.
Our next Council meeting
will be September 28, 7 p.m.
There will be elections for some
officers, so remember to say yes.
Our speaker will be Rollie
Schneider on the history of
medical emergency services and
communications. Please have at
least one representative from
your club attend the meeting.
The more, the merrier as the
saying goes and besides, you
will have an interesting evening.
See you at the council
meeting. (JW)
* Separate “lint-givers,” like sweatshirts, chenille robes
and towels, from “lint-takers,” such as corduroy, permanent
press and synthetic fabrics. Turn “lint-takers” inside out before
washing.
* Allow mud stains to dry before washing them. Brush off
as much dried mud as possible, then pretreat with a prewash
stain remover, a paste of granular laundry detergent and water,
or liquid laundry detergent. Launder.
* Dingy socks can be revived by soaking in a presoak
product or laundry detergent and water for at least 30 minutes,
or overnight if they are really dirty. Launder using a detergent
and bleach. (LB)
Laundry tips for back-to-school
garments and stains
It was a celebration of families at the Keeping Families First event
during the Lancaster County Fair!  Families enjoyed 53 booths of free
activities together. (KW)
Support your school by:
• Getting acquainted with your child’s teachers and supporting their
efforts.
• Providing activities such as picnics and pot lucks for school
employees and their families.
• Providing a place for children to do homework and seeing that it is
completed.
• Attending school activities as a family.
• Supporting character development through programs like Charac-
ter Counts! (LJ)
Homework: a concern
for the whole family
Homework is an opportunity for students to learn and for parents to
be involved in their children’s education. A parent’s interest can
spark enthusiasm in a child and help teach the most important
lesson of all—that learning can be fun and is well worth the effort.
However, helping your child with homework isn’t always easy.
At PTA meetings and at parent-teacher conferences, mothers and
fathers ask:
How can I get Michael to do his homework? Every night it’s a
struggle to get him to turn off the television and do his homework.
Why isn’t Maria getting more homework? (Why is Jonathan
getting so much homework?)
When is Tanya supposed to do homework? She takes piano
lessons, sings in her church choir, plays basketball, and helps with
family chores. There’s hardly any time left to study.
How can I help Robert with his math homework when I don’t
understand it?
Why do teachers assign homework?
continued on page 11
St. Elizabeth’s Regional Medical Center
was a big hit with their puppet shows and
family photos.
The UNL Cooperative Extension invited
families to develop a pledge to spend
more time together and encouraged
them to focus on building strong
character in their home & community.
Many families stopped at the Northeast Family Center’s
booth to design wonderful hat creations.
Furniture workshop
Get the furniture knowledge you need to make good decisions
BEFORE you sell an heirloom or purchase “a bargain.”
Tuesday, September 29, 1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, October 20, 9-11 a.m.
Cost: $15
Class size limited to 20 people.
Carolyn Camacho of ABC Furniture will show you:
• how furniture is put together and why it comes apart
• what to look for when you buy at an auction, garage sale or
store
• how to determine if your piece is worth the cost of restoration
• what can be done with a painted piece of wood furniture
• the advantages and disadvantages of different wood finishes
• how to keep wood looking its best for years to come
• (If you have a small piece bring it to class...we’ll discuss it!)
To register, please send a check payable to Lancaster County
Extension, 444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, NE 68528-1507.
If you would like further information, call Lorene at 441-7180
or Carolyn at 794-5786. (LB)
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4-H & Youth
3 Teen Council will meet Sunday, September 13, 3-5 p.m.
All teens are welcome to join the fun. (TK)
3 October 12, CWF meeting, time to be announced. Don’t
forget, a meal will be catered in to learn etiquette. Look for
a postcard in the mail. (DK)
4-H
Bulletin Board
ORSE BITS
4-H exchanges
For youth:
Several opportunities for 4-H youth exchange are available for
interested 4-H members including:
• Youth ages 12-19 can travel to Japan with other American
youth, and each youth stays with a host family for one month.
• 4-H families with youth ages 12-18 in their home can host a
Japanese youth ages 12-18 for one month.
• 4-H families with young children, singles or retired couples
may host an adult chaperon for two weeks.
For adults ages 19-30:
Opportunity to have an in-depth learning experience for persons
to live and work from 3-6 months with host families in one of 25
countries on six continents. Programs vary from country to country.
Some emphasize an agricultural work experience with families or in
a training center. Others emphasize working with a local youth
development program.
For more information contact Tracy. (TK)
The one remaining major horse show of the 1998 season is the Ak-
Sar-Ben Horse Show, September 22 and 23. (Check out the com-
plete Ak-Sar-Ben schedule in this issue of the NEBLINE.) Lancaster
County will be represented by 27 exhibitors in 47 classes. Good
luck to all exhibitors and parents, and have fun! (EK)
4-H Horse Club
Achievement Night
On Tuesday, August 4, the 4-H Horse VIPS Committee sponsored a
Horse Achievement Night Potluck Dinner. There were about 40
people in attendance; parents, exhibitors and committee members.
Also in attendance were several people who sponsor yearly awards
for Lancaster County 4-H Horse Show exhibitors. These awards
were given during the program.
Dick Confer presented the Confer Trail Award. The award is
given to the exhibitor with the best time in a trail class. This year the
award went to Jason Wise. Jason is 19 years old and a member of
the Pacesetters 4-H Club.
The Jean Card Barrel Award was won by Jeremiah Frink.
Jeremiah ran the barrel pattern in an amazing time of 15.68 seconds.
Seventeen year old Jeremiah is a member of the Ropes ‘n Riggin’s
4-H Club.
The Wittstruck Memorial Trophy is given by Duane Wittstruck
in honor of his mother who loved horses. It is intended to be given
to a deserving youth of any age, emphasizing versatility and
competency. There were six entrants within 2 points of each other in
the running for this award. Congratulations to Jennifer Ronhovde,
Josh Blum, Sara Messick, Megan Miller and Christina Todd whose
performances at the county fair were outstanding.
This years Wittstuck Award winner was 12 year old Ashley
Schoneweis of the Spirit Riders 4-H Club. Ashley won champion
purple in barrels, champion purple in English showmanship, reserve
champion purple in English pleasure, reserve champion purple in
English equitation, purple in western horsemanship and reserve
champion purple in western pleasure. In addition, Ashley won
champion purple in elementary horse judging. Ashley was well
deserving of this award!
Congratulations to all of the 123 horse exhibitors at this years
Lancaster County Fair. You put on a great show. And thanks to all
who worked, played and attended. (EK)
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
September 17-20
Ak-Sar-Ben Silver Classic Quarter Horse Show - Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum
Monday, September 21
5:00-6:30 p.m. Check in Horses for classes Tuesday morning and afternoon classes
Tuesday, September 22
8:00 a.m. Western Horsemanship
Jr. & Sr. Pony Pleasure - combined
Western Pleasure
3:00-4:00 p.m. Check in Horses for:
Two-Year Old Snaffle Bit Western Pleasure
All English Classes
All Reining Classes
Two-Year Old Snaffle Bit Western Pleasure
Dinner Break Evening Show starts at approximately 6:00 p.m.
English Equitation
English Pleasure
Hunter Hack
Wednesday, September 23
8:00-9:00 a.m. Check in for Pole Bending and Barrel Racing
Reining
Pole Bending
Barrel Racing
7:00 p.m. Rodeo
Thursday, September 24
3:00 p.m. Quarters available for Beef, Lambs, Swine and Dairy.
6:00-9:00 p.m. Check in Feeder Calves
7:00 p.m. Feeder Calves must be on grounds
7:00 p.m. Rodeo
Friday, September 25
7:00 a.m.-Noon Check in Breeding Heifers
7:30 a.m. Begin weighing Lambs
8:00 a.m. Breeding Heifers must be on Grounds
10:00 a.m. Judging of Feeder Calves
11:00 a.m. All Dairy Cattle and Market Lambs must be in stalls
12:00 Noon 4-H Junior Ambassador Luncheon
1:30 p.m. Check in Dairy Cattle
6:00 p.m. Check in and weighing Swine
1998 Ak-Sar-Ben Livestock
Exposition and World
Championship Rodeo
continued on page 12
1999 CWF members wanted
The Lancaster County Citizen Washington Focus group has two open seats for their journey to
Washington D.C., in June of 1999. CWF is a leadership program for high school youth from across
the country. Every summer thousands of youth stay at the National 4-H Center, near Washington,
D.C., to participate in this week-long program. We are planning to leave June 13 and return June
28. We are taking a charter bus so we can sight see all the way there and all the way back. For more
information or for seat reservations, please give Deanna a call at 441-7180. (DK)
September 22 through September 28
Attention all household
pet owners!
Small pets are ideal for children without facilities for large
animals. Raising a “pocket pet” is a marvelous project for
young boys and girls. It allows youngsters to experience the
joy of owning an animal with a minimum investment.
So–if you have a mammal...like a hamster, gerbil or
guinea pig; or reptiles/amphibians which include snakes,
turtles and fish or even a caged bird, you will want to join a 4-
H club. Learn about your pet—about housing, feeding,
handling, grooming, health care, breeding and more!
What should you do to join? Come to 444 Cherrycreek
Road, Monday, October 19 at 7 p.m.
Lancaster County is organizing a 4-H club just for
household pets! For more information, call Arlene at 441-
7180. (ALH)
It’s time to reorganize!
Leaders, look in the mail for your club reorganization packet for the upcoming 4-H year. You
should receive it by the end of September. (TK)
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4-H & Youth
Thank you trophy sponsors!
Lancaster County youth thank all businesses and families who
made donations towards the county fair awards and trophies.
Your dedication to 4-H is greatly appreciated! (DK)
Lancaster County State
Judging Teams
Wanted: educational
agricultural program ideas
Throughout the year, youth from around the county will be able to
participate in many educational agricultural programs. There will be
a showmanship workshop and a feed and nutrition class just to
name a couple. Deanna is looking for new and fresh ideas! If you
have an idea or would like to present a program to the youth,
contact the extension office at 441-7180. (DK)
4-H Volunteer Forum
Mark your calendar for February 5 and 6 and plan to attend the
Nebraska State 4-H Volunteer Forum in Grand Island. This forum is
a conference developed by a committee of 4-H volunteers from
across the state. Network with other 4-H leaders, exchange success-
ful 4-H programs among 4-H leaders and be introduced to new
areas and projects. There will be numerous workshops offering
hands-on learning experiences and new ideas and programs de-
signed to enhance your club. Anyone interested in 4-H is welcome
to attend. Scholarships are available through the 4-H Council. For
more information, please contact Tracy at 441-7180. (TK)
Make a
Difference
Day
October 24 is Make a Difference
Day. A small act of kindness can
make a difference to a person,
family or community in need.
4-H clubs can create and
participate in activities that
benefit their communities.
Groups or individuals can report
their Make a Difference Day
activities to
www.usaweekend.com. Remem-
ber to keep a record of your
activity (with photos and quotes
from participants). Share your
finished projects and activities
with us too. Check out the Make
a Difference web site at
www.usaweekend.com/diffday/
index_6steps.html. You will find
funding sources and ideas for
projects. If you have questions,
contact Tracy. (TK)
4-H Open House
I’m interested in 4-H!
Return to University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County, 444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, NE 68528-1507.
A 4-H representative will contact you. Please call 441-7180 for more information.
Name ___________________________________________________________________________ p Female p Male Birthdate ___________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Zip ________________________________
Telephone _____________________________________________ Grade in school _________________________ School _____________________________________________
Parent(s) name ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Check project area of interest:
p Dogs p Rabbits p Home Environment p Child Care p Foods p Clothing
p Cats p Other Household Pets p Woodworking p Model Rockets p Flowers/Gardening
p Livestock p Horses p Safety p Shooting Sports p Photography
Are you interested in becoming a 4-H volunteer? Check your interest:
p Club Leader p Project Assistant
Monday
,
Septem
ber 14
6:30-8:
00
p.m.
Lancast
er
Extensio
n
Educati
on Cent
er
444 Ch
errycree
k
Road
For Adults& Children(5 yearsand older)
Learnmore about the4-H program!
Fair’s over, now what?
A meeting for leaders and parents will be Monday, September 21,
9:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. to discuss finishing up the 4-H year and getting
ready for next year.
Awards, project completion/selection, and club reorganization
will be covered. Mark your calendar and plan to attend. (TK/LB)
During the county fair livestock
judging contest, eight youth
from around the county proved
they could represent Lancaster
County in the Nebraska State
Fair Livestock Judging Contest.
The contest will be Saturday,
September 5. The youth will be
judging market and breeding
classes of sheep, swine and beef.
 The senior judging team
will consist of Ryan Malone,
Valerie Lemke, Aaron Naber and
Anthony Nisley. Serving as
senior alternates are Tanna
Doeschot and Deb Kroese. The
junior judging team members are
Andra Rasby, Melissa Tvrdy,
Bryce Lemke and Emily
Johnson. The junior alternates
are Connie Lemke and Steve
Muhlbach.
The teams have already
started practicing for competi-
tion. Make sure to look in the
next NEBLINE to see how they did
in the state competition. If you
would like to get involved in
Lancaster County Livestock
Judging, contact Deanna for
more information. (DK)
ME & My P.A.L. Camp
Do you love to camp out? Do
you have a favorite adult that is
your buddy? Did you know that
bugs are beautiful? Well, if you
answered yes to any of those
questions, the ME & My P.A.L.
Camp is for you. Come spend
Friday evening, October 30 with
the naturalist at the Eastern
Nebraska 4-H Center and learn
all kinds of things about nature,
invite your special adult, like a
favorite teacher, parent, scout
leader, “Big Brother” or “Big
Sister” to come join you Satur-
day, October 31 and you will
then share in many fun and
interesting activities. You’ll get
to teach your P.A.L. what you
learned Friday. You’ll spend the
rest of the day and evening
together and Sunday morning
too. The ME is any youth from
8-14 years old and the P.A.L. is
any adult (18 or older), so it can
be an older sibling. Total cost for
the youth and adult, including all
meals, is just $60. For further
information, call Pam Orr at the
Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center,
(402) 332-4496. You do not have
to be a 4-H member to attend.
(TK)
Awards
4-H awards books are due in the
extension office October 1. The
awards competition will remain
as it has in the past for county
and district competition. All 4-H
members 12 years old and older
are eligible to submit books for
county awards. If you have
questions, call Lorene at 441-
7180. (LB)
Award nominations
Nominations are needed for the following awards by October 1.
Application forms are available at the Extension office.
4-H Meritorious Service—presented to individuals or organi-
zations which have exhibited consistent and strong support of the 4-
H program. 4-H members are not eligible.
Outstanding 4-H Member—presented to an individual who
has excelled in their involvement with the 4-H program and are 14
years of age or older. The basis for selection appraises the variety
and depth of 4-H activities.
I Dare You Youth Leadership Award—presented to junior or
senior 4-H members who have demonstrated personal integrity, lead
well-rounded lives and possess a willingness to assume responsibil-
ity. They do not need to hold leadership positions currently but
should be recognized by their peers and adults who work with them
as emerging leaders. One young woman and one young man will be
selected from Lancaster County. (LB)
Basic 4-H BB gun and
pellet rifle classes begin
in October. Classes
meet Mondays from
6:30-8:30 p.m. If you are
interested, register by
calling 441-7180. (LB)
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Community
Focus University of Nebraska
offers new students many
strategies for success
New Student Enrollment
NSE is a student's opportu-
nity to meet faculty and staff
who can help students choose
the right courses and make
choices for involvement and co-
curricular activities. Incoming
freshman or transfer students,
meet successful Nebraska
students who provide valuable
perspectives and guidance. The
special Parents Program is one
of the most popular options for
parents who want to help their
students be successful. Every
admitted student, including
students admitted for the spring
and summer sessions, receives
NSE information and reservation
materials.
Multi-Cultural Affairs
Opportunities for involve-
ment, academic assistance,
advising, counseling for personal
and academic success, leader-
ship development, and many
other services are available to all
students in racial and ethnic
minority populations achieve
their fullest potential.
University Foundations
University foundations
classes are designed to make
transition from high school to
college a success. The Univer-
sity Foundations Program
introduces new students to
others in the University commu-
nity, teaches about resources
available at Nebraska, encour-
ages involvement on campus and
in the community, and helps
students explore academic
survival skills.
Freshman Learning
Community
Students enrolled at Ne-
braska in the Division of General
Studies are eligible to be a part
of the Freshman Learning
Community (FLC). As a mem-
ber of the FLC, students take
three common courses, live in
housing specifically designated
for FLC students, and take
advantage of special services
from academic advisers and
representatives from General
Studies, Career Services, and
Student Involvement.
Liberal Arts Freshman Forum
Beginning in the fall of
1998, the College of Arts &
Sciences will offer the Liberal
Arts Freshman Forum, a new
learning community experience,
for first-year students. Students
will enroll in a two-semester
sequence of courses which fulfill
the University’s Essential
Studies and Integrative Studies
general education requirements
and allow students to take
classes with the same peer group
and same instructor both semes-
ters. This program is designed to
provide students with a strong
intellectual foundation, critical
skills component, and a sus-
tained learning community.
Students in the program will
share curricular and co-curricu-
lar activities, and will benefit
from content and skills strongly
rooted in the liberal arts tradi-
tion.
Supplemental Instruction
Supplemental Instruction is
a voluntary, informal study
group for freshman classes such
as Biology 101, Chemistry 109,
History 100, Political Science
100, Psychology 191, and
Sociology 101. Study groups are
led by undergraduates who have
successfully completed the
course in a previous semester
and can offer valuable informa-
tion based on their own experi-
ence.
ROTC
Students can earn scholar-
ship money while training to be
an officer in the Army, Navy, Air
Force, or Marines. The ROTC
program at Nebraska is one of
the first in the country to
integrate activities like field
exercises, intramurals, commit-
tees, and formal military func-
tions between service branches.
Summer Sessions
Students can get a head start
on their first year, accelerate
their degree program, or partici-
pate in a special workshop or
field program during Summer
Sessions. Classes are offered in
every area and are taught by the
same outstanding professors
who teach during the regular
academic year.
Continuing Studies
Evening classes, correspon-
dence courses, and the summer
reading program are all unique
ways to augment your schedule
through the Division of Continu-
ing Studies.
Study Abroad
Whether students want to
explore the far corners of the
earth or stay closer to home,
Nebraska’s study abroad pro-
gram has a destination. Students
can choose from almost 50
countries and more than 140
universities. Financial aid will
often still apply and proficiency
in a foreign language is helpful,
but not required, for many
programs. In addition, many
colleges have organized ex-
change programs with universi-
ties in other countries that offer
parallel or related programs.
(GB)
Our mission
“This University is a community of scholars engaged in continu-
ous learning, whose campus is the entire State of Nebraska,
whose textbook is the world and the universe beyond. We seek
to be a community that assists students in forming personal
ethical values that will guide their lives and enable them to be
good citizens in a free democratic society.”
—James C.  Moeser, Chancellor
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Kids
Connection
Scheduled for implementation on September 1, 1998, the new State
Children’s Health Insurance Plan (SCHIP) will provide health care
coverage to uninsured children or children with minimal insurance
in Nebraska. Called Kids Connection, the new program was signed
into law April 13 and is the result of LB 1063 introduced at the
request of Governor Nelson by Lincoln Senator Chris Beutler. It
will be administered by the Nebraska Health & Human Services
System (HHSS). Approximately 24,000 Nebraska children under 19
lack any form of health insurance.
Kids Connection will build on the state’s Medicaid program
and provide health care coverage for children in families whose
income is 185 percent of the federal poverty level or below and
when the children are either uninsured or have minimal insurance.
In addition, some children from low-income families with more
extensive insurance as well as pregnant women with the same
income level will also be included. The program is designed to
provide routine, preventive health care and basic hospitalization for
children needing coverage.
Beginning September 1, application may be made through an
HHSS office, certain presumptive eligibility providers, or, by
sending a “take-home” application to a Kids Connection address in
Lincoln. Children found eligible when requesting medical services
will be presumed eligible while their application is being processed.
This provides short-term medical care until the parent’s income is
verified.
Once eligible, a child will receive coverage for twelve continu-
ous months, regardless of changes in family income. This means
more consistent and comprehensive medical, dental and certain
mental health services for children and less administrative burden
for providers, clients and agency workers.
Approximately 15,170 more children and pregnant women will
become eligible in FY 1999, and 18,980 in FY 2000 due to the
increase to 185 percent of poverty, presumptive eligibility and the
12-month-continuous eligibility.
As the program covers certain mental health services, counse-
lors interacting with children through age 18 can be important links
to Kids Connection in the event these young people need this type
of assistance.
Information regarding Kids Connection enrollment will be
distributed to school personnel and children in Nebraska’s public
schools during the fall school enrollment period. Kids Connection
information will also be distributed to each mother giving birth at
the hospital.
The program will be marketed as “Kids Connection: Reach-
ing for a Healthy Future,” and “Kids Connection: Nebraska
Children’s Health Insurance Program.” Current promotional
activities include focus group surveys to listen to parents, groups
and providers; presentations to organizations interested in Kids
Connection, targeted videos to Nebraska physicians and staff,
letters sent to school administrators statewide advising them about
Kids Connection.
Kid’s Connection is part of Governor Ben Nelson’s Success
2000 Vision for Nebraska’s Future—ensuring that all children
receive routine and preventive health care benefits in Nebraska.
For more information, view the Kids Connection page on the
Nebraska Health & Human Services System website at
www.hhs.state.ne.us or call toll-free 1-877-NEB-KIDS (1-877-
632-5437). (GB)
Nebraska Children’s
Health Insurance Program
Character
Counts!
alert
What: Character Counts! Week
When: October 18-24
Who: Everyone in the community
Happenings:   Super Character Counts! Day Camps on October 22, a rally
at the State Capitol on October 23 with Tom Osborne as featured
speaker, a Character Counts! poster and banner contest for clubs
and individuals and an event especially for middle school youth
on October 23.
Watch for more information in October. (LJ)
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Miscellaneous
Extension helps promote wellness through diabetes
home study course
continued from page 6
Homework: a concern for the whole family
continued from page 7
Pesky horse and deer flies
continued from page 5
v v v
FoodTalk e-mail newsletter rated high nationally
continued from page 6
tightening circles, eventually
alighting and biting an exposed
portion of the head, neck, arm or
upper leg.
Control. Chemical control
of the adult flies is not practical
because the flies are very mobile
and capable of flying great
distances to feed. Because these
flies are only active during the
day, stabling animals during the
day or covering them with
blankets may ward off some
attacks.  It won’t be necessary to
close the stable or barn doors
because the flies will not enter
dark, indoor areas. In areas
where these flies are found,
humans can remain indoors and
avoid these flies. However,
people who must be outdoors
need a more acceptable solution.
Unfortunately, a personal
repellent containing deet
(diethyltoluamide) will prevent
bites from mosquitoes, chiggers
and ticks, but will not work
against horse and deer flies. One
Homework can help children review and practice what they’ve
learned; get ready for the next day’s class; learn to use resources,
such as libraries, reference materials, and encyclopedias;
andexplore subjects more fully than time permits in the classroom.
Homework can also help children develop good habits and
attitudes.
It can teach children to work independently; encourage self-
discipline and responsibility (assignments provide some youngsters
with their first chance to manage time and meet deadlines); and
encourage a love of learning.
Homework can also bring parents and educators closer to-
gether. Parents who supervise homework and work with their
children on assignments learn about their children’s education and
about the school.
Homework is meant to be a positive experience and to encour-
age children to learn. Assignments should not be used as punish-
ment.
Does homework help children learn?
Homework helps your child do better in school when assign-
ments are meaningful, are completed successfully, and are returned
with constructive comments from the teacher. An assignment
should have a specific purpose, come with clear instructions, be
fairly well matched to a student’s abilities, and designed to help
develop a student’s knowledge and skills.
In the early elementary grades, homework can help children
develop the habits and attitudes described earlier. From fourth
through sixth grades, small amounts of  homework, gradually
increased each year, may support improved academic achievement.
In seventh grade and beyond, students who complete more home-
work score better on standardized tests and earn better grades, on
the average, than students who do less homework. The difference in
test scores and grades between students who do more homework
and those who do less increases as children move up through the
grades.
What’s the right amount of homework?
Many educators believe that homework is most effective for the
majority of children in first through third grades when it does not
exceed 20 minutes each school day. From fourth through sixth
grades, many educators recommend from 20 to 40 minutes a school
day for most students. For students in seventh through ninth grades,
generally, up to 2 hours a school day is thought to be suitable.
Amounts that vary from these guidelines are fine for some
students. Talk with your child’s teacher if you are concerned about
either too much or too little homework. (LJ)
Nebraska office of the American Diabetes Association helped
extension develop the course. A physician who completed the
course recommends it for some patients.
The self-study course targets adults recently diagnosed with
Type II diabetes, the most common form and the most likely to
strike people 40 years or older. Family members also can benefit by
learning ways to help the person with diabetes practically and
emotionally.
The course uses an American Diabetes Association textbook,
“Type II Diabetes: Your Healthy Living Guide,” and other materials.
Topics include risk factors, working with medical practitioners,
developing healthy food and exercise habits and handling diabetes’
complications.
For a brochure about the course, call our office at 441-7180. A
$30 fee covers the course, textbook, related materials and postage.
(AH)
Nutrition Science and Policy.
Comments on FoodTalk by Tufts nutritionists included the
following: “The topics covered in FoodTalk have broad consumer
appeal. Permission is granted by the extension service to reproduce
these issues and many of them would make great handouts for
health professionals to use with patients or for health fairs.”
To read issues of FoodTalk online, visit the FoodTalk web site
at:  http://www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/lanco/family/FoodTalk.htm.
To be added to the e-mail distribution list for this free newslet-
ter, send an e-mail to Alice Henneman at cnty5028@unlvm.unl.edu.
(AH)
v v v
them with saliva to the interior
surface of the chimney. The
nests can catch fire in the
chimney so we have decided to
have our chimney cleaned this
fall after the chimney swifts fly
south. We have also decided not
to insert a metal flue or cap the
chimney.  Maybe, if we are
lucky, the chimney swifts will
return next summer and again
provide us with a mosquito-free
yard. For more information
about chimney swifts, visit the
Texas Parks and Wildlife website
at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/
adv/birding/pif/swift1m.htm.
(BPO)
Birds of wonder: chimney
swifts
continued from page 3
large burn sheets and other burn
treatments.
Various sized adhesive
bandages are helpful in a shop
where minor cuts and abrasions
can occur. A topical skin relief
for stings is good to have on
hand. If a worker or family
member is allergic to insect
stings, a prescription auto-
injectable epinephrine may be
included. This and other pre-
scription medications should be
used only by the person for
whom the prescription is written.
September 20-26 is National
Farm Safety and Health Week,
sponsored by the National Safety
Council. For more information
on agricultural safety, check the
World Wide Web at http://
www.nsc.org/necas.htm.
Source: Dave Morgan,
safety engineer, NU/IANR (WS)
Farm first aid kits...
continued from page 4
v v v
option that prevents biting is to
wear a bee veil.
Another option is to use a
sticky fly trap attached to a hat or
cap. Gempler’s Inc. (800-332-
6744) has such a product, called a
“Deer Fly Patch”, designed for
application to a solid-backed cap
or mesh cap. Another product is
the “Cap Trap” from Olson
Products Inc. (330-723-3210),
which consists of a plastic holder
that attaches to any hat with a
Velcro patch, into which you put
the sticky strips. Both of these
traps are inexpensive, non-toxic
and odorless.
Most deer and horse flies
have a relatively limited season
of three to four weeks. In
addition, most species have an
active feeding period during the
day that is regular and predict-
able. By carefully observing
when these flies are a nuisance,
you may be able to plan your
activities during times when the
flies aren’t around. (BPO)
4-H Council
election results
4-H Council election was held during the county fair. The
results of the election are:
Norwest Adult—Karleen Stutzman
Southeast Youth—Valerie Lemke
Northeast Adult—Trudy Pedley
Northeast Youth—Lindsay Johnson
At Large Adult—Karen Rutt
The new members will serve beginning October 1, 1998.
The 4-H Council provides support and program planning advice
to 4-H professionals, volunteers and members. (LB)
The 1998 4-H Celebration was a fun climax to the county fair. 4-H leaders
were recognized for 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20 years of service to 4-H. Members
completing 3 years and graduating seniors received pins. Special recognition
awards were presented to county fair winners. Thanks to the 4-H Council for
coordinating this event. (LB)
— 1998 4-H Celebration —
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All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Education Center unless otherwise noted.
Nebline
Feedback
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will appear in
every issue of THE NEBLINE. You can use this form to:
1. Change your address or order a subscription (please print)
2. Submit general comments and/or story ideas
Name________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________
City_______________________________ Zip_______________
o Order subscription (free—however, there is an annual
$5 mailing and handling fee for zip codes other than
683—, 684—, 685—, 68003, 68017, and 68065)
o Change of Address
Comments____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Story Idea(s)___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Return to:
University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska  68528-1507
THE NEBLINE is published monthly by the University of Nebraska
Cooperative  Extension  in  Lancaster  County, 444 Cherrycreek
Rd., Lincoln, Nebraska, 68528-1507. Contact Brenda Corder,
(402) 441-7180 for more information.
NOTICE:  All programs and events listed in this newsletter will be
held at the Lancaster Extension Education Center unless noted
otherwise. Use of commercial and trade names does not imply
approval or constitute endorsement by the University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County.
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Tina Brown, AmeriCorps VISTA Volunteer
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Don Janssen, Extension Educator
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Ellen Kraft, Extension Assistant
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Mary Jane McReynolds, Extension Assistant
Charlene Morris, Nutrition Advisor
Nobuko Nyman, Nutrition Advisor
Barb Ogg, Extension Educator
Sondra Phillips, Nutrition Advisor
Warder Shires, Extension Educator
David Smith, Extension Technologist
Marilyn Waldron, Nutrition Advisor
Karen Whitson, AmeriCorps VISTA
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Phone numbers:
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After hours ................................................................... 441-7170
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NUFACTS INFORMATION CENTER ...................................... 441-7188
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September 14
4-H Open House ............................................................................................... 6:30-8:00 p.m.
September 15
Extension Board Meeting ......................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
September 15
Livestock Fair Review .............................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
September 17
Fair Board Meeting ................................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
September 17
Rabbit VIPS .............................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
September 22-23
Ak-Sar-Ben 4-H Horse Show—Omaha
September 22-28
Ak-Sar-Ben Livestock Exposition—Omaha
September 22
FCE Leader Training .................................................................................... 1:00 or 7:00 p.m.
September 28
FCE Council Meeting ............................................................................................... 7:00 p.m.
September 29
Furniture Class .................................................................................................. 1:00-3:00 p.m.
October 4-10
National 4-H Week
October 6
4-H Council Meeting ................................................................................................ 7:00 p.m.
October 6
Livestock Booster Meeting ....................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
October 11
Teen Council Meeting ....................................................................................... 3:00-5:00 p.m.
October 12
CWF Meeting
October 14
Horse VIPS Meeting ................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
October 15
Rabbit VIPS .............................................................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
Fair Board Meeting ................................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m. Rodeo
7:00 p.m. Parade of Dairy Cattle, Beef Breeding Heifers and Grand and
Reserve Champion Feeder Calves during Rodeo
Catch-A-Calf (Group 1)
Saturday, September 26
7:00 a.m.-Noon Weigh and Tag Market Beef
8:00 a.m. Judging of Breeding Beef
8:00 a.m. Continue check in and weighing Swine
8:00 a.m. All Market Beef must be on Grounds
8:00 a.m. Judging of Market Lambs all day followed by Showmanship
8:00 a.m. Judging of 4-H Dairy all day followed by Showmanship
12:00 Noon All Market Swine must be in place
1:00-5:00 p.m. Weigh Market Broilers
4:00 p.m. Market Broilers must be in pens
5:00 p.m. (Or after completion of Lamb Showmanship Contest) Load all lambs, except
Grand Champions and Division Champions
7:00 p.m. Rodeo
7:00 p.m. Parade of Grand Champion and Reserve Grand Champion Lambs at Rodeo
Catch-A-Calf (Group 2)
Sunday, September 27
7:30 a.m. Judging of Market Heifers
Judging Catch-A-Calf
Judging Market Beef Showmanship
7:30 a.m. Judging of Market Swine all day followed by Showmanship
9:00 a.m. Judging of Market Broilers all day
2:00 p.m. Rodeo
Catch-A-Calf (Group 3)
7:00 p.m. Rodeo
Parade of Champion and Reserve Champion Swine and Lambs, Overall
Champion Catch-A-Calf. Champion Market Heifer, Champion Broilers
Catch-A-Calf (Group 4)
Monday, September 28
*5:00 a.m. Load Market Beef for Carcass Contest
7:30 a.m. Judging of 4-H Market Steers
Selection of Champion and Reserve Champion Division Steers
as classes are shown
6:00 p.m. Purple Ribbon Auction, Ak-Sar-Ben Hall
Tuesday, September 29
*5:00 a.m. Load all remaining cattle to cooperating packers for Carcass Contest
* Time is subject to change
1998 Ak-Sar-Ben Livestock Exposition and Rodeo
continued from page 8
